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A series of 40–2 nm bilayer spacing Ti/Fe multilayers were sputter-deposited. As the length scale

of individual Ti layers equaled to 2 nm, Ti phase transforms from a hexagonal close packed (hcp)-

to-body centered cubic (bcc) crystal structures for equal layer thicknesses in Ti/Fe multilayers.

Further equal reductions in bilayer spacing to less than 1 nm resulted in an additional transforma-

tion from a crystalline to amorphous structure. Atom probe tomography reveals significant inter-

mixing between layers which contributes to the observed phase transformations. Real-time,

intrinsic growth stress measurements were also performed to relate the adatom mobility to these

phase transformations. For the hcp Ti/bcc Fe multilayers of equivalent volume fractions, the multi-

layers undergo an overall tensile stress state to a compressive stress state with decreasing bilayer

thickness for the multilayers. When the above phase transformations occurred, a modest reduction

in the overall compressive stress of the multilayer was noted. Depending on the Fe thickness, the Ti

growth was observed to be a tensile to compressive growth change to a purely compressive growth

for thinner bilayer spacing. Fe retained a tensile growth stress regardless of the bilayer spacing

studied. VC 2016 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4962291]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilayered thin films with large surface area-to-volume

ratios have been widely applied in magnetic devices,1,2 semi-

conductors,3,4 thermal coatings,5,6 and optical filters.7,8 As

these multilayers individual layers are reduced in thickness,

they can experience a change in phase. For example, in Co/

Cr multilayers, Boher et al.9 reported a change from hexago-

nal close packed (hcp) to body centered cubic (bcc) Co at

�15 Å but later Vavra et al.10 reported a bcc Cr phase trans-

formed to hcp as the Cr thickness decreased 6 Å. Thompson

et al.11,12 reported in a Zr/Nb multilayered system where Zr

can undergo a hcp to bcc phase change while Nb undergoes

a bcc to hcp phase change. Thus, the criteria for the phase

stability of multilayers, as a function of length scale, have

resulted in considerable interest in what governs phase sta-

bility at these smaller length scales.

One approach in explaining phase stability in thin layers is

associated with the strain changes induced by a phase trans-

formation.13,14 In this model, the film’s transforming layer

achieves a local energy minimum whose energy is higher

than the bulk phase created by the strain of the lattice on a

rigid substrate. As the volume of the film was reduced, via

thinner layer thicknesses for fixed surface area, the material

becomes more susceptible to such compliance induced strains

that can drive a phase transformation. Another model specifi-

cally designed for two alternating bilayers in a multilayer is

based on the competition between volumetric and interfacial

energy changes between different structures.11,15–17 When the

layer thickness is sufficiently thin, or alternatively the volume

reduced for a fixed surface area, the interfacial energy reduc-

tion for a phase change can dominate the volumetric energy

penalty for such a phase transformation. From a thermody-

namic prospective, the change in phase is placing the system

at its equilibrium condition considering the balance of the

interfacial and volumetric energies. The strain contributions

associated with a phase change can then be accommodated

within the volumetric free energy term, with the chemical

and strain contributions individual or collectively considered.

Thompson et al. reported considered each contribution in

the hcp to bcc transition of Zr for a series of Zr/Nb multi-

layers.11,12 Other hcp to bcc transformations have also been

reported for Ti in Ti/Nb multilayers.16,18 In this system, the

coherency strains were minimal as both b-Ti and bcc Nb

have similar lattice parameters; however, a significant amount

of Nb interdiffusion into the Ti layers was noted that contrib-

uted to a reduction in the volumetric energy penalty for

the transformation. Consequently, this additional chemically

intermixing stabilized the transformation to a larger layer

thicknesses.16 How strain and/or stress evolves in multilayers

and regulates phase stability, either coherency strains at inter-

faces or chemical intermixing across interfaces is active in

both the Ti/Nb and Zr/Nb systems. The role of stress evolu-

tion and its interrelationship to coherency strains, interface

intermixing, and phase stability offers a rich area of scientific

investigation.

Shull and Spaeapn19 were one of the earliest reports in the

use of in situ wafer curvature studies capturing the growth

stresses in a multilayered film. In this study, the growth

behavior of Cu/Ag was investigated. Since both phases are

face centered cubic (fcc), one would not expect a change in

phase. Moreover, both metals are immiscible with respect to

each other which would suggest a thermodynamic impedance

to intermixing. Their results revealed a variation of both ten-

sile and compressive stress evolution for a single layer as it

grew on the other. Similar responses have also been noted

in single films grown on rigid substrates. These stress states

have been inferred to be related to the mobility of adatoms. It

is generally accepted that initial compressive stress at the first

stage of growth is a result of the atomic-scale migration into
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embryonic islands that form to minimize surface area to volu-

metric energies as the atoms nucleate on the substrate.20–22

The subsequent tensile stress originates from the elastic strain

associated with the coalescence of these islands to minimize

the grain boundary energy. Upon postcoalescence of the

grains, the stress may retain either a tensile or compressive

state depending on the mobility of their adatoms.23–26

Elemental films with low atomic mobility tend to retain the

tensile condition with continued growth but films with atoms

of higher intrinsic mobility will exhibit a return to compres-

sive stress in the postcoalescence condition.27–30

The ability to measure, in real time, the stress response of

a growing film offers opportunities to infer how phase stabil-

ity may affect the evolving stress. In a recent paper by the

authors,18 it was noted that Ti initially grew with a tensile

stress condition up to �2 nm, where upon it was compressive.

Using postmortem analysis, Ti was stabilized up to �2 nm

and the stress behavior was consistent with the type of tensile

strains the bcc Ti would undergo to coherently match the bcc

Nb subsurface. In this paper, we further studied to better

understand how stress evolution is affected by both phases as

well as the subsurface growth layer thickness. As noted previ-

ously in the coherence strain based models,13,14 the change in

phase was predicted for films on a rigid substrate (or growth

surface). In a multilayer film, where the prior film deposited

before the next layer is grown can be thin, its influence on

the growth stress for the subsequent layer has not been

extensively addressed. Unlike the prior Ti/Nb multilayer

investigations,18 Ti is the only species that known to have a

bulk polymorph. In this investigation, we compare the growth

stresses for Ti/Fe multilayers. Both species have known

high temperature polymorphs—a hcp and b bcc Ti compared

to a bcc to c fcc for Fe. This provides an interesting case study

in determining which of these elemental films will transform,

if at all, with reduction in layer thickness for equal layer

thickness as well as how different layer thicknesses may

change the growth stress of the thicker film.

II. EXPERIMENT

The Ti/Fe multilayered thin films were sputter-deposited

at equivalent individual layer thickness with bilayer thick-

nesses varying from 2 to 40 nm at ambient temperature

(�25 �C) from >99.95% pure elemental targets onto [001]

Si substrates to a thickness of �200 nm. Additionally, two

films with either 30 nm Ti/10 nm Fe and 10 nm Ti/30 nm Fe

grown under the same sputtering conditions for a comparison

that will be made more obvious once the experimental

results are reported. The base vacuum pressure prior deposi-

tion was <10�8 Torr where upon ultrahigh purity Argon was

flowed as the working gas at 10 standard cubic centimeters

per minute to a pressure of 2 mTorr.

In situ stress evolution was monitored using k-Space

Associates (kSA
VR

) mutibeam optic sensor during the deposi-

tion process. The details about this laser interferometer tech-

nique can be found elsewhere.31 Concisely stated the

technique shines a laser pattern onto a substrate surface from

which the reflective rays are captured and their relative

displacement measured as the substrate bends in response to

the film’s growth on the substrate. Using the Stoney’s equa-

tion,32 the amount of displacement is related to wafer curve

and the stress in the film. The deposition rates of Ti and Fe

were determined by dividing the film thickness, measured

from x-ray reflectivity (XRR)33 and confirmed by the trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) cross-sectional micro-

graphs, by the deposition time. XRR was performed on an

X’pert Philips diffractometer operated with Cu Ka radiation

(k¼ 1.5406 Å) at 40 kV and 30 mA. The growth rates of Ti

and Fe were found to be 0.029 and 0.053 nm/s, respectively.

A series of h-2h scans of x-ray diffraction (XRD) was

performed ex situ on a Bruker Discovery D8 general area

diffraction detector systems with a Co Ka radiation source

operated at 40 kV and 35 mA for phase identification.

Electron diffraction patterns were also taken in the plan-

view orientation (normal to the substrate) in a FEI Tecnai

F20 (S)TEM to further examine the phase constitutions of

each multilayer. The plan-view foils were prepared by con-

ventional TEM sample preparation method of cutting, pol-

ishing, dimpling and ion milling. Cross-sectional TEM foils

were also imaged in the (S)TEM and they were prepared by

a focused ion beam (FIB) lift out technique34 followed by a

5 kV clean up step to reduce any Gaþ implantation into the

foil. bright field images were taken to reveal the layered

morphology of the multilayers with fast Fourier transforma-

tion from the higher magnification images were phase con-

trast imaging was evident to examine the orientation

relationship between the two adjacent layers.

Finally, the multilayers were characterized by atom probe

tomography (APT) performed in a Cameca Scientific

Instruments Local Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP
VR

) 3000XSi.

The atom probe tips were prepared by a FIB lift out tech-

nique35 and then sharpened into needlelike shapes with a

5 kV clean-up step to reduce any Gaþ implantation into

the tip surface. The atom probe tips were analyzed at a base

temperature of 40 K, 0.3 nJ laser pulse energy (wavelength

532 nm) at a repetition rate of 200 kHz in the laser mode.

FIG. 1. XRD scans of Ti/Fe multilayers at various layer thicknesses.
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The reconstruction of the data was performed on IVAS 3.6.8

software following the procedures in Ref. 36.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the XRD scans of Ti/Fe multilayers at

different equal bilayer thicknesses. It was observed that

when the bilayer thickness is equaled or was larger than

6 nm (i.e., 20 nm/20 nm, 10 nm/10 nm, 5 nm/5 nm, and

3 nm/3 nm multilayers), both the {110} Fe peak at 52.41�

and {0002} Ti peak at 44.91� were present in the scans.

When the bilayer thickness decreased to 4 nm (or the 2 nm/

2 nm multilayer), a single phase peak with satellite peaks

resulting from the periodic stacking of the layers appeared.

When the two separate phase peaks are present, as the

bilayer thickness is reduced, these two major material peaks

shift closer to each other indicative of lattice straining at

the interface between the two phases. These peaks were fit-

ted to a Gaussian profile where upon the 2h value was mea-

sured and converted to its d-spacing using Bragg’s law. The

change in d-spacing, or strain, was calculated using Eq. (1)

where the 20 nm/20 nm multilayer was used as the reference

value.

e ¼ d1 � d0

d1

� 100%; (1)

where e is strains, d1 is the calculated the lattice spacing

from the peak position, and d0 is the referenced lattice spac-

ing obtained from the 20 nm/20 nm multilayer.

The Ti peak shift to a higher angle indicates a compres-

sive stress response while the Fe peak shift yields an ever

increasing tensile strain with decreasing bilayer spacing

(Table I). The strain values are relatively equivalent between

the layers which would agree that each of these materials

have similar elastic modulus values.37,38 For the single phase

peak noted for the 2 nm/2 nm multilayer, it is unclear which

phase(s) this multilayer may have adopted since its peak

position is not directly associated with either bulk phase.

Furthermore, any determination at this point would be incon-

clusive from a single reflection. As will be discussed below,

electron diffraction provided a complementary means to

achieve phase identification. Finally, the 1 nm/1 nm multi-

layer did not reveal any noticeable crystallographic peaks in

the XRD scan. As with the 2 nm/2 nm multilayer, electron

diffraction again will provided assistance in the confirmation

of the phase.

TABLE I. Lattice strain in Ti/Fe multilayers calculated from XRD.

Layer thicknesses

(nm/nm)

Ti Fe

Ti 2h peak

position (deg)

dTi

(Å)

Ti {0002}

strain (%)

Ti {110}

strain (%)

Fe 2h peak

position (deg)

dFe

(Å)

Fe {110}

strain (%)

20/20 44.91 2.342 0.00 N/A 52.41 2.025 0.00

10/10 44.99 2.338 �0.17 N/A 52.33 2.028 0.15

5/5 45.07 2.334 �0.34 N/A 52.11 2.037 0.59

3/3 46.90 2.291 �2.23 N/A 51.42 2.087 2.97

2/2 49.12 2.152 �8.83 �8.64 49.12 2.152 5.91

1/1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

FIG. 2. (a) Electron diffraction pattern of 20 nm/20 nm Ti/Fe multilayer. The distinctive hcp Ti rings were shown. (b) Electron diffraction pattern of 3 nm/3 nm

Ti/Fe multilayer. Distinctive hcp Ti reflections have confirmed that this film maintained hcp/bcc phases. (c) Electron diffraction pattern of 2 nm/2 nm Ti/Fe

multilayer. Only bcc reflections were observed. (d) Electron diffraction of 1 nm/1 nm Ti/Fe multilayer. This pattern showed a typical amorphous structure.
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Figures 2(a)–2(d) are electron diffraction patterns from

the 20 nm/20 nm, 3 nm/3 nm, 2 nm/2 nm, 1 nm/1 nm Ti/Fe

multilayers in the in-plane orientation. In Fig. 2(a), the first

two rings were indexed as hcp Ti f10�10g and bcc Fe {110}

and the measured d-spacings from these patterns are close to

their nominal lattice spacing 2.55 and 2.03 Å, respectively.

This indicates, as did the XRD, both Ti and Fe are their bulk

equilibrium phases and that neither film is experience signifi-

cant strain while in contact with each other at these thick-

nesses. Since the Ti film is highly fiber textured along the

closed packed (0001) planes, the {0002} reflection is not

evident since the electron beam is parallel to this direction.

In contrast, the multiple cubic variants for {110} could

satisfy the diffraction condition and are seen in Fig. 2(a).

Figure 2(b) shows the diffraction pattern for the 3 nm/3 nm

multilayer. The brightest ring is indexed as hcp f10�11gTi

and bcc f110gFe, which is very broad. This broadening of

the diffraction ring is attributed to a spread of the d-spacings

that could be occurring as this Fe layer attempts to accom-

modate the hcp Ti interface. The measured d spacing is

�2.04 Å and close to that of {110} Fe and relatively further

from the b-Ti 2.33 Å for the same reflection. The distinctive

hcp rings in Fig. 2(b) also suggest that the Ti layer has

retained the bulk phase. As the thickness decreased to 2 nm/

2 nm, the prior distinctive hcp reflections are not present and

a single series of reflections that can be consistently indexed

to a bcc phase is shown in Fig. 2(c). The lattice pattern of

the first ring, a¼ 2.160, would match an equivalent lattice

parameter for a {110} reflection for the single phase peak

noted in the XRD scan of Fig. 1. Thus, combining the x-ray

and electron diffraction, we have confirmed that Ti has

undergone a hcp to bcc transition for this bilayer thickness.

It is worthy to note that a bcc TiFe intermetallic is known

to exist;39 however, no superlattice reflections were found

suggesting that this was separate bcc phases in each layer.

Figure 3(a) is a cross-sectional image of this multilayer

along with an atom probe tomography compositional profile,

Fig. 3(b). From these images, it is clear a multilayered struc-

ture is present, and not a single solid solution film. Each ring

in the 2 nm/2 nm diffraction pattern, Fig. 2(c), is broad and

can be attributed to the large strain created by the large

lattice mismatch (�13%) between the individual bcc Ti and

Fe as well as the mixing of each species within each other’s

layer. Since Fe also has a possible option to undergo a

polymorphic change, the presence of bcc Ti suggests that

it is more favorable at these lower length scales. This is

in agreement that the volumetric energy penalty for Ti

hcp-to-bcc being modestly lower than that of Fe bcc-to-fcc,

i.e., DGhcp=bccðTiÞ ¼ 4:57� 108J=m3 versus DGbcc=fccðFeÞ
¼ 7:59� 108J=m3.

For the 1 nm/1 nm thickness, the electron diffraction con-

firmed an amorphous ring, Fig. 2(d), and would be consistent

with the lack of XRD reflections. The TEM cross-sectional

images, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), also confirm a microstructure

with a lack of any crystallinity. Interestingly, the atom probe

compositional profile, Fig. 3(e), does reveal the presence

of a compositional modulations but whose intermixing is

even larger than the prior 2 nm/2 nm profile in Fig. 3(b). The

vitrification between Ti and Fe alloys has been reported by

others40–43 with Guo43 reporting that amorphous phases are

formed when the atomic size difference are large and the

mixing enthalpy is largely negative, both of which are met

for Ti-Fe.41,44–46 As the sputtering process can be recognized

as a rapid cooling event from the vapor to the solid,47 the

intermixing between the layers at such a fine length scale,

coupled with system driven to form an intermetallic equilib-

rium structure,39 may have simply kinetically constrained

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of the 2 nm/2 nm Ti/

Fe multilayer. The inset is the fast Fourier transformation for this image. It

could be seen that the film has a texture of {011} which is in consistent with

the out-of-plane texture in the previous XRD result. (b) Atom probe tomog-

raphy compositional profile of the 2 nm/2 nm film taken along the growth

direction. (c) TEM cross-sectional image of the 1 nm/1 nm Ti/Fe multilayer.

Some layering structure can still be observed but no crystalline structure

was seen. (d) Magnified image from (c). The disordered structure has further

supported the observations from the low intensity of this film by the XRD.

(e) Atom probe compositional profile of the 1 nm/1 nm multilayer.

Intermixing was till observed and more significant than that of the 2 nm/

2 nm film. (f) Atom probe compositional profile of the 5 nm/5 nm multilayer.

The intermixing width is about 2 nm. This indicated each layer grows con-

tinuously once the thickness reaches 1 nm.
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the system to become disordered as the adatoms attempted

to migrate to their equilibrium lattice sites.

Figure 4(a) is the stress-thickness product plot as a func-

tion of film thickness for all the multilayers for the various

bilayer thicknesses ranging from 40 to 2 nm. Several obser-

vations can be made from the stress plot. First, as the

bilayer thickness decreases, the overall stress moves from

an overall tensile to compressive state, with a dramatic

change between the 5 nm/5 nm and 3 nm/3 nm multilayers.

By viewing the stress slopes changes as each layer grows

on the other, we can decipher the driving force for these

changes. For the thicker bilayers, the Ti layer shows an ini-

tial tensile to compressive stress evolution, Fig. 4(b), with

the extent of the tensile growth diminishing with reducing

bilayer thickness [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. However, Fe retains

a positive or tensile growth behavior regardless of the

bilayer spacing. Hence, as the bilayer thickness is reduced,

the increasing dominate compressive or negative slope of

Ti’s growth drives the system to an overall more compres-

sive stress within the multilayer. Once the 3 nm/3 nm film

is deposited, the Ti growth shows no initial tensile or

positive growth, Fig. 4(e), creating the dramatic increase

in compressive stress between it and the 5 nm/5 nm multi-

layer, Fig. 4(d), which still retains a minor initial tensile

growth component. The compressive stress slightly relaxes

between the 3 nm/3 nm and the 2 nm/2 nm multilayer

[Fig. 4(f)] which is attributed to the change in phase from

hcp Ti/bcc Fe to bcc Ti/bcc Fe. Once the film forms the

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Stress-thickness product plot for Ti/Fe multilayer layers at various layer thicknesses. (b) Magnified stress plot of the 20 nm/20 nm Ti/

Fe multilayer. Ti grows tensile up to 8 nm and then rolls back. Fe grows tensile through its whole thickness. (c) Magnified stress plot of the 10 nm/10 nm Ti/Fe

multilayer. Ti’s tensile growth behavior is not as obvious as that of the 20 nm/20 nm film. (d) Magnified stress plot of the 5 nm/5 nm Ti/Fe multilayer. Ti has a

more compressive stress slope than that of the 5 nm/5 nm film and contributes to the large overall compressive stress behavior. (e) Magnified stress plot of the

3 nm/3 nm Ti/Fe multilayer. Ti shows no initial tensile growth behavior. (f) Magnified stress plot of the 2 nm/2 nm Ti/Fe multilayer. The compressive stress

slope for Ti slightly relaxes.
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amorphous phase, the compressive stress slope value satu-

rates to a value very near the bcc/bcc multilayer’s stress.

The prior change in the tensile growth of Ti as a function

of bilayer spacing provides in interesting understanding of

how Ti is growing of the Fe surface and directly is affected

by the layer thickness of the subsurface Fe. For the 20 nm/

20 nm multilayer, Ti exhibits a tensile growth behavior up to

�8 nm before it rolls over to a negative slope commensurate

with a compressive stress. It is clear from this work, that bcc

Ti would be very unlikely stabilized to such a layer thick-

ness. Prior work by the authors18 noted this change over to

corresponding with the phase change of the Ti layer. At least

in this system, the change in slope is likely more related to

the mobility of the adatoms on the growth surface which

appear relatively independent of the phase (bcc or hcp) of

Ti, if bcc is only stabilized up to �2 nm based on the 2 nm/

2 nm multilayer diffraction [Fig. 2(c)]. From the introduc-

tion, tensile stresses are associated with either elastic strains

of embryonic islands coalescence or low adatom mobility

once coalescence has been achieved; in contrast compressive

stresses are associated with higher mobility adatoms. Based

on prior literature, Ti tends to exhibit postcoalescence com-

pressive growth, while prior literature reports for Fe being a

low mobility film that exhibits tensile growth as seen in these

multilayers. Thus, it appears that Fe has a much more dra-

matically influence of Ti’s growth (evident by the growth

stress variation) as compared to Ti on Fe’s growth (which

remained relatively consistent and tensile). Using the atom

probe compositional profile from the 5 nm/5 nm multilayer,

Fig. 3(f), we can determine that the intermixed width for

these films is �1.5 to 2 nm and that once a film achieves a

thickness >1 nm, the layer itself only contains its own

species.

As a comparison of how the different layer thicknesses

affect the growth, two nonequivalent layer bilayer multi-

layers were grown, i.e., a 10 nm Ti/30 nm Fe and a 30 nm Ti/

10 nm Fe. The growth stresses and XRD scans/electron dif-

fraction patterns (which confirm both multilayers adopted

the bulk phases) are given in Figs. 5(a)–5(d). For the 10 nm

Ti/30 nm Fe film, Fig. 5(c), Ti reveals a relatively positive

slope growth with the Fe film continuing that trend up to

�10 to 15 nm after which the stress is relatively invariant,

Fig. 5(a). Upon a closer inspection of the 20 nm/20 nm film,

Fig. 4(b), there appears hints of a similar leveling out behav-

ior of the stress near the end of its growth. Ti’s lower bulk

modulus (110 GPa) than that of Fe (170 GPa)48 likely con-

tributed to Ti being more compliant to the strains of it grow-

ing on the much thicker (rigid) Fe surface. This is

manifested by it strain value noted in Table I. According to

the interpretation of Shull and Spaepen,19 as well as

others,23–26 this change in slope would be associated with

coalescence of the film on the multilayer growth surface. If

this clear variation in slope does represents the point of com-

plete Fe coalescence, then Fe’s mobility from one of

Volmer–Weber island growth49 changes to one of near wet-

ting across the surface for thickness �10 to 15 nm. For the

30 nm Ti/10 nm Fe multilayer, the Fe layer maintains a posi-

tive slope for all growth conditions and that the Ti exhibits a

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Magnified stress plot for the 30 nm Ti/10 nm Fe

multilayer. No significant tensile growth behavior of Ti was observed. The

large compressive stress slope of Ti indicates it has considerably good adatom

mobility on the Fe surface. (b) XRD scan and electron diffraction pattern

taken from the 30 nm Ti/10 nm Fe multilayer confirmed its hcp/bcc structure.

(c) Magnified stress plot for the 10 nm Ti/30 nm Fe multilayer. Ti reveals a

significant tensile growth which similarly observed in the 20 nm/20 nm film.

(d) XRD scan and electron diffraction pattern taken from 10 nm Ti/30 nm Fe

multilayer confirmed its hcp/bcc structure.
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nearly instantons initial compressive growth and never

achieves a “leveling out effect” as observed with Fe tensile

condition. Thus, even in these nonequivalent bilayers, Fe’s

layer thickness continues to influence Ti’s growth stresses.

We can conclude that once the Fe layer is sufficiently thin

(�10 nm), the Ti layer is driven to grow compressively.

IV. SUMMARY

A series of Ti/Fe multilayered thin films with varying

bilayer thickness have been sputter-deposited onto [001] Si

substrates. As the bilayer thickness was reduced from 40 to

2 nm, the overall stress state changed from tensile to com-

pressive, with the most dramatic change occurring between

the 5 nm/5 nm and 3 nm/3 nm. This has been explained by Ti

growth stresses on the Fe surface. For bilayers greater than

10 nm, the Ti exhibited a tensile to compressive growth evo-

lution. However, for smaller bilayer spacings, Ti initially

grows in a compressive state.

When the multilayer was 2 nm/2 nm, the Ti was stabilized

as a bcc phase; however, both the bcc Ti and bcc Fe were

highly strained. Further decreases in the bilayer resulted in

the vitrification of the multilayer. The crystalline to amor-

phous phase transitions is attributed to the large atomic size

difference, significant intermixing, and negative enthalpy of

mixing kinetically constraining the system to form the bulk

equilibrium TiFe (or TiFe2) intermetallic. These phase

changes resulted in a modest reduction of the compressive

stress of the film.
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